
PETER TAVY “DESIGN THE BEST EASTER EGG EVER” COMPETITION  

– JUDGES’ COMMENTS 

 

Under 5 category: 

Violet’s first egg: Excellent use of craft and colour. Limited on the drawing but 

sequins cleverly inserted. Merit. 

 

Violet’s Second egg - Particularly liked the clever use of the carrot to indicate 

munching. Colouring in first class. Winner of the Under 5 category. 

 

Alba’s egg  - Wow. A lot going on here. Nicely kept inside the lines. Well done. Merit. 

 

Age 6 to 11 category: 

Shannon’s egg - Very frightening. Clever use of repeat of the Logo. Merit 

 

Felicity’s egg  - Beautiful zig zags and lovely stuck on flowers. Extra Merit. 

 

Harvey’s egg - What a happy egg!! Lovely 

 

Isobel’s egg - An egg with a story, so clever. Beautifully illustrated and scaled. 

Winner in Category.  

 

Isaac’s egg - Another fantastic story, and a highly rated entry. However the judges 

had issues with the health and safety aspects of this design. An M and M in the eye 

can be quite sporting! 

 

Sophia’s egg - Well executed and seems to show printing ability. Very pretty hearts. 

Merit 

 

Georgia’s egg - Artistic combination of colour, glitter, and stick-on. Very free 

spirited. Extra Merit. 

 

Clara’s first egg - An egg with feet and arms, how clever! A self propelled egg, 

careful on the corners you might role away!! Merit. 

 

Clara’s second egg - Excellent detail and colour. I particularly enjoyed the rainbow. 

Extra Merit. 

 

Ava’s egg - An egg with sub-titles to help the judging panel. So kind, thank you. The 

little smiley face was a special touch. Extra Merit. 

 

Jess’ egg - A see-through egg. What a brilliant idea. I do hope the little bird is ok. 

Merit 

 

Hazel P.’s egg - Mr Disney’s egg. Does he know you have it? The castle and the 

characters are instantly recognisable. Well done. Extra Merit. 

 



Freya’s egg - Without doubt they best executed egg in the class, including a very 

talented display of depth perception in the guitars. However the judges did take 

exception to the choice of bands and in this time of reflection, the general standards 

of dress and behaviour of the performers identified reflect a rather haphazard 

approach to personal hygiene, and lack of familiarity with the washing machine! That 

said an excellent entry. Extra Special Merit. 

 

12 to 16 Age group: 

 

Charlotte’s egg - Instantly recognisable. Well done. The lopsided grin shows 

excellent design skills.  

 

Hannah’s first egg - Marvellous expression, excellent execution. Winner in Class 

 

Hannah’s second egg - Nice sense of irony in the of-centre mouth. 

 

Eva’s Cactus Egg. What imagination. Who would of thought of making an egg look 

like a cactus. Plenty of green colouring, but easy on the spines!! Merit. 

 

Nothing to separate these excellent entries. So the judges went M and M because it 

made them laugh. 

 

17 + Age Group: 

 

What talent! You have all done very well. Equal first to Sarah’s egg and Sandra’s 

egg… 

 

- The Judges 

 

 


